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Policy Committee  
Meeting Minutes  
May 31, 2019; 9 AM-11AM 
Port of Portland, 7200 NE Airport Way 
 

 
 

POLICY COMMITTEE ATTENDANCE (Quorum reached: 8 of 14 active positions represented) 
1. Karylinn Echols, Policy Committee Chair, Councilor, City of Gresham 
2. Jim Bernard, Policy Committee Vice Chair, Clackamas County Chair 
3. Kyle Allen, Councilor, City of Hillsboro 
4. Margaret Magruder, Commissioner, Columbia County 
5. Anne McEnerny-Ogle, Mayor, City of Vancouver 
6. Sharon Meieran, Commissioner, Multnomah County  
7. Dick Schouten, Commissioner, Washington County 
8. Marc San Soucie, Councilor, City of Beaverton 
 

STEERING COMMITTEE ATTENDANCE 
1. Mike Mumaw, Steering Committee Chair, Emergency Management Representative 
2. Nancy Bush, Clackamas County Representative 
3. Bob Cozzie, Public Safety Communications Representative 
4. Gene Juve, City of Vancouver Representative 
5. Scott Porter, Washington County Representative 

 
RDPO Staff and Other Attendees: 

1. Denise Barrett, RDPO Manager 
2. Beth Crane, RDPO Grants Coordinator 
3. Mike Harryman, Oregon State Resilience Officer 
4. Kelly Landavazo, Gresham Emergency Management 
5. Eric Missman, RDPO Program Assistant 
6. Jonna Papaefthimiou, Portland Bureau of Emergency Management 
7. Sasha Pollack, Metro 
8. Katie Shriver, Multnomah County 

 
 

 
1. Welcome, Introductions, and Agenda Review – Councilor Echols, Committee Chair 

a. At 9:00 AM, Chair Echols called the meeting to order, welcomed members, and asked for self-
introductions. The agenda for today’s meeting was also briefly reviewed.  

b. Ms. Barrett extended a special welcome to one new Policy Committee member, Clark County 
Councilor, Temple Lentz, who is not present today. 

c. Meeting slides. 
 

2. Administrative Items – Councilor Echols, Committee Chair; Denise Barrett, RDPO Manager 
a. Chair Echols asked the Policy Committee if they had any amendments to the January 25 meeting 

minutes. Hearing none, she called for a motion to approve them. Commissioner Magruder motioned 
to approve; Commissioner Meieran seconded the motion. All approved no opposed, and no 
abstentions. RDPO staff will post the approved minutes to the RDPO.net website. 
 

3. RDPO Program and Funding Update – Mike Mumaw, Steering Committee Chair; Laura Hanson, RDPO 
Planning Coordinator; & Denise Barrett, RDPO Manager 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jDKtti7LABAwgc3gC3NzYXv0atc8JeUS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jDKtti7LABAwgc3gC3NzYXv0atc8JeUS
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a. Chair Echols called on Steering Committee Chair Mike Mumaw to provide an update on the RDPO’s 
funding, including active grants and a recently awarded grant. See Status of RDPO & UASI Grant 
Funding in meeting slides and progress reports, as well as full official justifications for all three on 
the RDPO website.] Mr. Mumaw recalled the background of UASI (Urban Areas Security Initiative), a 
DHS grant funding program for large metro areas. This funding is not guaranteed and relies on a 
ranking structure, which our region competes for nationally each year. Presentation highlights: 

i. UASI 2016 & 2017 both provided just under $3 million in funding, with 2016 currently in the 
closeout process and 2017 having projects underway. UASI 2018 provided just under $2.5 
million, with grant agreements currently being established and some projects underway. 

ii. In addition to the UASI funding, contributing partners have committed $272K to the RDPO 
for FY’19, sub-divided into administration, to cover the RDPO Manager and Staff Assistant’s 
costs, and project contributions.  

iii. In April, FEMA informed our region of an UASI FY ’19 award in the amount of $3,250,000. 
This amount exceeded our flat funding planning assumption by $750K based on the last two 
UASI awards. Special requirements: 25% of the grant must be set aside for law enforcement 
and terror prevention projects and fund the TITAN Fusion Center and at least one 
cybersecurity project.  

1. An important item of note is that 31 urban areas were awarded FY ’19 grants, with 
our region being ranked 31. Last year and the year before we were 32 & 33 
respectively (of 100 ranked), coming in at the bottom of the regions receiving UASI 
funding both years. Given this trend, we must continue to maintain a contingency 
plan in the event we fall under the funding cutoff. We have a draft from a couple of 
years ago that we will revisit during the next round of strategic planning.  

2. Mr. Mumaw pointed attendees toward the Summary of RDPO FY ’19 Application 
Package handout provided, which contains brief summaries of all projects, with an 
abbreviated list displayed for committee members to get a sense of the diverse 
work plan ahead. He also explained all projects were approved by the Steering 
Committee and align with one or more of the RDPO strategic priorities, goals, and 
objectives.  

3. To close this portion of the presentation, Mr. Mumaw gave special thanks and 
acknowledged the great work done by RDPO staff for putting this grant package 
together, and to all other committees, work groups, and task forces who worked 
together. Chair Echols expressed her appreciation as well. 

iv. Mr. Mumaw called on Laura Hanson, RDPO Planning Coordinator to present highlights on 
select projects.  

1. Regional Recovery Framework – Ms. Hanson detailed this very large project 
undertaking is nearing completion, with final deliverables currently in the review 
stage. Target completion month: September 2019.  

a. The Regional Recovery Conference was a huge success and fed into 
development of the framework nicely. Some highlights were Dr. Johnson’s 
keynote speech on Christchurch, New Zealand Recovery Research, and Dr. 
Jerolleman on Equity in Disaster Recovery, which attendees were very 
interested in and want to see more of.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jDKtti7LABAwgc3gC3NzYXv0atc8JeUS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jDKtti7LABAwgc3gC3NzYXv0atc8JeUS
https://rdpo.net/types
https://rdpo.net/types
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V-Nqed9N-i5SS18KwWHRJx66-XlWuEtZ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V-Nqed9N-i5SS18KwWHRJx66-XlWuEtZ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V-Nqed9N-i5SS18KwWHRJx66-XlWuEtZ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V-Nqed9N-i5SS18KwWHRJx66-XlWuEtZ
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b. The RDPO also held a regional recovery governance workshop on April 3, for 
which the Policy Committee had received invitations. There is a need to 
continue discussions from the workshop on the difference between 
governance and coordination, defining the vision and purpose of the 
“region” in recovery, as well as what the governance/coordination structure 
will be, including defining RDPO and Metro roles. With quite a bit of work to 
do to articulate authority, decision-making, and accountability, Ms. Hanson 
asked Chair Echols to weigh in with any thoughts coming out of the 
workshop. Chair Echols echoed the observation that governance and 
coordination are indeed entirely different, and articulated that generally, 
elected officials support governance and have less of a role in coordination, 
but that conversations to better define this have not taken place with her 
city council. Chair Echols then opened the discussion to other members of 
the Policy Committee to weigh in on roles they might play, and whether it 
would be valuable to have some of these types of decisions made ahead of 
an event.  

i. Councilor San Soucie commented this is good conversation to 
initiate at some point. When something regional happens, people 
will be looking around asking what to do next. While it may be 
challenging and difficult to belly up, we must tentatively agree on 
the people we will trust to make decisions in scenarios (at least for 
some amount of time) when communications are down, and roads 
are impassible. If we don’t attempt to answer that question before 
any event, it will likely be chaos.  

ii. Commissioner Schouten added that it is up to us to bring our 
expertise from the region. Even though we may look to the state or 
other outside areas for help, we need to be proactive and look out 
for our own interests to influence decisions that may need to be 
made at those higher levels.  

iii. Laura closed the discussion stating that the counties’ work to 
develop their own recovery plans using the new framework will 
inform the regional governance and coordination conversation. She 
indicated some potential feedback periods, webinars or other 
means of pushing out information and gathering feedback may be 
used soon as we continue to work toward focusing on local 
guidance and consistency across the five counties.  

2. Emergency Transportation Routes (ETR) Update —The project, a collaboration with 
Metro, is currently at the inception phase, but includes about a year of work so far 
to build trust with and include the ideas of partners that has enabled the 
development of a solid contract scope of work. An RFP has been issued for 
contractor support, and the goal is to have someone onboard by August.  

3. DOGAMI Earthquake Impacts Project Phase 2— Analysis was completed last year for 
three counties, looking at state-of-the-art hazard modeling, and is almost complete 
for the remaining two (target: September). This work has laid foundation and 
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informed decision-making for additional projects and supports required THIRA/SPR 
submissions to FEMA as well.  

4. ECONW Economic Impact Study— We are currently about halfway through the 
project, targeted for completion in early 2020. Direct impacts will be modeled for 
data points such as buildings housing businesses and loss of jobs / labor income for 
fiscal impacts across counties and cities post Cascadia Subduction Zone (CSZ) 
earthquake. Findings will be made available and brought back to the Policy 
Committee for presentation and feedback.  

5. Emergency Fuel Planning—Laura briefly mentioned the start of this project, which 
intends to help us determine how we will work around and prepare for disaster-
impaired fuel systems post-event, while ensuring life safety and recovery efforts can 
proceed. The contract scope of work has been developed and an RFP is about to be 
issued. Clackamas and Multnomah counties are funded by a SHSP grant, with UASI 
funds for Columbia and Clark counties. 

v. Ms. Barrett closed this agenda item by sharing that the RDPO Mid-Year Report will be made 
available in early June and will include inputs from all committees, including the Policy, 
Steering and Program Committees, discipline work groups and their subcommittees, and 
project task forces, highlighting their work and achievements during this very busy first six 
months of 2019. 
 

4. RDPO Policy Committee Self-Assignment Results and Next Steps – Mike Mumaw, RDPO Steering 
Committee Chair, RDPO Manager Denise Barrett, and Chair Echols 

a. Chair Echols briefed Policy Committee members on the agreement from last meeting to complete 
an assignment with the goal of better understanding how prepared each jurisdiction is in developing 
and maintaining a disaster workforce, comprised of both staff and volunteers. An impressive 13 (of 
14) jurisdictions represented in this body completed the assignment.  

b. Chair Echols then asked Policy Committee members to weigh in with answers to a few questions 
about the assignment:  

i. Did you learn anything new about your jurisdiction and its work to develop and maintain a 
disaster workforce? 

ii. Is there anything you’re thinking about working on with your boards/councils/staff – even 
communities—to make improvements in the areas covered?  

iii. Overall, was this useful and would you like to see us do more assignments like this? 
1. Councilor San Soucie commented on the responsibilities of elected officials 

(budgets, etc.) and that a certain level of confidence is placed in emergency 
management staff with knowledge they are responsible and capable of making 
those types of decisions. He also added that later this summer, Beaverton 
Emergency Management staff will brief the city council on COOP plans as there has 
been greater focus on this as of late.  

2. Commissioner Magruder commented that the assignment sparked some great 
conversations in Columbia County, and added there has been much activity on the 
Homeland Security / Emergency Management Committee with continued efforts to 
bring in private sector businesses and anyone else who may be part of disaster 
response and recovery. She expressed there has been great energy in the county 
from CERT (i.e., Community Emergency Response Teams) and other volunteer 
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groups, and that there is common knowledge by all that, especially in a large event, 
resources to help them will be scarce or nonexistent.  

3. Vice Chair Bernard added that he recently watched an emergency exercise and 
believes volunteers will be one of the biggest challenges we have in a real event—
both in maintaining adequate numbers and in training them. 

4. Attendees in the room gave consensus that the assignment was useful and agreed 
they would like to participate in similar opportunities in the future.  
 

c. Chair Echols asked Mr. Mumaw and Ms. Barrett to walk through a summary of the survey results.  
i. First, regarding staff and volunteer requirements for response to a post-Cascadia 

Subduction Zone event, Mr. Mumaw shared that just under half of the jurisdictions 
surveyed have either partially or fully estimated their requirements. A few specific 
responses were highlighted, such as Metro’s answer that it will need to define roles first, 
TriMet responding that human resources requirements for its services are known, and the 
City of Portland’s answer that dozens of response roles have been defined—from Urban 
Search and Rescue to points of distribution, but that specific numbers have yet to be 
determined.   

ii. On policies, programs, or agreements jurisdictions have in place to meet personnel 
requirements, responses included mutual aid agreements, MOUs with large 
colleges/universities and Red Cross, as well as amateur radio operators. PBEM also cited its 
2,000 Neighborhood Emergency Team (NET) members. 

iii. For staff in each jurisdiction having designations as “essential” and “non-essential” 
employees for emergency responses purposes, most mention statements in job 
descriptions, or defining this through a variety of employee preparedness programs or 
COOP planning.  

iv. The survey responses show that most jurisdictions do not have a plan for receiving 
spontaneous volunteers. Most would not receive them anyway in their EOCs, but there are 
some activities where these volunteers could prove useful, such as light urban search and 
rescue, household debris clearing, donations management, staffing shelters and resource 
centers, and distribution points. Mr. Mumaw added one significant challenge for volunteers 
would be in scenarios where communications systems are compromised; it would not be 
possible to run background checks to sufficiently vet them. Ms. Barrett commented on some 
additional barriers to meeting disaster service worker needs, including resources, 
clarification of roles needed, legal and regulatory constraints, as well as liability, training, 
exercises, and equipment.  

v. Regarding jurisdictions that have signed the RDPO’s Regional Shared/Stranded Workers 
Agreement, seven RDPO members have signed (with two other signatories not being formal 
members), several more are interested in/plan to sign, and a few are not sure or do not 
have plans to sign. In the end, signing the document requires the jurisdiction to develop an 
implementation program, which takes resources and organizational capacity. 

vi. The next question asked each jurisdiction to report if they have a Continuity of Operations 
(COOP) Planning process in place, followed by questions on how the process works and how 
far along they are in the process. Ten of 13 confirmed they at least have a process in place, 
with a few reporting that each department or bureau is required to completed and maintain 
plans, and one jurisdiction saying rather than having a complete plan, many departments 
have components but not a lot of other traditional COOP elements. Regarding completion 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_iKPEAuqxw3c8ThFx8At4Pujvva3AsNS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_iKPEAuqxw3c8ThFx8At4Pujvva3AsNS
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progress, varying levels of completion were reported, with one answering ‘not started,’ six 
well on their way, and two in a maintenance phase. 

vii. The final questions asked about the existence of programs to encourage and educate staff 
and their families on hazards and threats and / or how to prepare. An impressive ten of 13 
jurisdictions do have such programs, and some even provide “evacuation kits” to EOC 
responders. Mike Mumaw said the City of Beaverton provides kits to all its staff. 

d. Mr. Mumaw acknowledged the great work done so far in this area, but there is still a lot to be done. 
A wealth of experience and tools are available to us, but the previously identified resource 
constraints persist, and our level of readiness to receive the influx of unaffiliated volunteers is still a 
huge gap. He recommended to the Policy Committee that the Steering Committee be allowed more 
time to look deeper at the survey results with the goal of developing (along with the PrC) next 
steps—possibly including regional projects or other special initiatives. Policy Committee members 
agreed by consensus to this recommendation. 
 

5. Legislative Updates and Actions – Mike Harryman, Oregon State Resilience Officer; Commissioner Sharon 
Meieran, Multnomah County Representative; Chair Echols; and Denise Barrett 

a. 2019 OR and WA Bill Tracker 
b. To start, Chair Echols called on Oregon State Resilience Officer, Mike Harryman, to update the Policy 

Committee on the status of several resilience-centered state bills we have been tracking: 
i. HB 2205A – SPIRE Phase 2 and Dept. of Aviation. $5 million in obligated funds to purchase 

equipment for cities, counties, and tribes. Asking for $10 million to upgrade airports, which 
is in HB 5005 (general funding and bonds). The bill is currently in Ways and Means by order 
of the speaker.  

ii. HB 2206A – Post Disaster EQ Assessment. This bill was a result of OSSPAC’s 2018 report 
citing that Oregon is not ready for a catastrophic event regarding mass care/mass 
displacement. It would call for a post-disaster building inspection program under the State 
Fire Marshal’s office. The bill is not in the governor’s budget, but she would sign off if hit her 
desk.  

iii. HB 2209A – High Hazard Train Routes – Spill Plans. The bill has good momentum, and a 
hearing was conducted recently. It has been returned to full committee in Ways and Means. 
The industry is not fighting it, but it is uncertain if it will go back to the senate.  

iv. HB 2536A – OR Public Places Investment Fund. The bill has been in Ways and Means since 
April 1 (no movement in 60 days). 

v. HB 2558A – Establishes TF on Seismic Event Preparedness.  Like above, there have been no 
hearings on the bill since early April.  

vi. HB 2565 – County Grants to hire EM Staff. This bill is also currently in Ways and Means and 
not in the governor’s budget. It would authorize approximately $3.6 million in funding 
($100k to every county via OEM) to fund emergency management staff. The bill would likely 
get signed if on the governor’s desk.  

vii. HB 2735 – Open Spaces Task Forces on Emergency Preparedness. Legislation identified TF 
numbers, and OEM would want to be part of task force. CSZ planning would get broadcast 
on wider spectrum.  

viii. HB 5005 — General Obligation Bonding Bill. There are currently over 60 projects in this bill; 
two of significance to mention are a seismic rehabilitation grant at $20 million and $12 
million to build the Oregon ShakeAlert and ALERTWildfire systems.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ad6ixr8HiH_Yr7ZLH58105AzQOe2vuK3
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ad6ixr8HiH_Yr7ZLH58105AzQOe2vuK3
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ix. HB 2208 – Grants for URM Buildings. Ms. Barrett called on Ms. Papaefthimiou to provide an 
update on the bill, which she indicated has been stuck in Ways and Means with no 
momentum. Mr. Harryman added this also is not in the governor’s budget and asks for $20 
million. The bill is unlikely to pass this session. 

c. Ms. Barrett then asked Mr. Harryman to brief the committee on bills and initiatives pertaining to 
Portland’s Critical Energy Infrastructure (CEI) Hub, including Senate Bill 95, the Oregon Solutions 
Assessment, the OSSPAC Assessment, and OEM’s budget, which includes an environmental 
abatement study of the CEI hub.  

i. State Resilience Officer Update (full presentation) 
ii. Mr. Harryman kicked off by referencing a 2018 opinion article from The Oregonian, titled 

“Portland Must Do More to Mitigate Fossil Fuel Risks,” which was provided as a handout to 
attendees of the meeting. He commented that it is not accurate to say anyone is refusing to 
do anything to gain traction on mitigation efforts. He reported that seven fuel companies 
own private land along the stretch, and that it has been a painful process attempting to 
work through associations to try and get them to the table.  

iii. Commissioner Meieran spoke on her interest in identifying solutions to the CEI Hub’s 
potential for suffering catastrophic damage from a major earthquake or other disaster as it 
resides within the Linnton Neighborhood, which is in her district. She expressed interest in 
looking more closely at policy-oriented solutions. She cited the complexity of the situation 
due to antitrust laws and the fact that the fuel companies do not have much desire to come 
to the table and address the issue. Currently, as there is nothing forcing these companies to 
be responsible for damage caused by disruption of their tanks, Commissioner Meieran has 
been exploring a novel legal concept that would require companies operating within 
Multnomah County to be bonded or insured to amounts of potential damage estimates. 
Multnomah would commission a feasibility study on this concept. Ms. Papaefthimiou shared 
that PSU has just completed for the City of Portland/PBEM a seismic impact study on varied 
infrastructure and tanks in the HUB, which she will share once she has had a chance to 
review it. The study could complement what Multnomah County seeks to do, as well as 
support other regional and state efforts. Mr. Harryman, pleased to hear this news, added 
that the mentioned research may bring unique data to the table which could help prompt 
the industry to be a part of mitigation efforts. The RDPO Policy Committee welcomes a 
follow-on discussion and update on the CEI Hub at its fall 2019 meeting. 

d. Regional Resiliency Assessment (R-RAP) Update 
i. Mr. Harryman gave a brief update on where the study is (his presentation also contains a 

slide on this). He summarized from findings thus far that a CSZ event will prove extremely 
difficult when it comes to a FEMA response as we have no military bases or pre-staged 
emergency goods. He will share findings from a similar report from the state of Washington, 
but since Oregon’s highest priority is aviation, cautioned their analysis did not look at 
airports. It looked at the state’s ferry system instead. 
 

6. The President’s FY ‘20 Budget and Impact on HS Funding – Denise Barrett, RDPO Manager 
a. Ms. Barrett shared that she intends to draft a letter to the bi-state congressional delegation in 

response to President Trump’s proposed cuts to many Homeland Security Grant Programs, including 
UASI, the State Homeland Security Program (SHSP) Grant, and the Emergency Management 
Performance Grant (EMPG). The legislation also calls for a new competitive preparedness grant 
program. The RDPO is opposed to all proposed changes. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sLh3_RQZXXC2-Mhn_fez46HlwtqOiRBW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sLh3_RQZXXC2-Mhn_fez46HlwtqOiRBW
https://www.oregonlive.com/opinion/2018/04/portland_must_do_more_to_mitig.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/opinion/2018/04/portland_must_do_more_to_mitig.html
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sLh3_RQZXXC2-Mhn_fez46HlwtqOiRBW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sLh3_RQZXXC2-Mhn_fez46HlwtqOiRBW
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b. With Chair Echols’ help, Ms. Barrett was able to obtain consensus from all attending committee 
members on emailing the draft letter to the members for review and feedback. No voting needed, 
as the subject of the advocacy falls within the federal legislative agenda the Policy Committee has 
already approved and acted on in past years. 
 

7. Good of the order – Chair Echols and All 
a. Chair Echols asked if anyone in attendance had any good of the order items to share. 

i. Commissioner Schouten expressed excitement that after seismic upgrades, staff is moving 
back into the Washington County Public Service Building and it is almost ready to reopen. 

ii. Councilor San Soucie shared that construction is underway on the new Public Safety Center 
in the City of Beaverton, which will be the new home for Mike Mumaw and his emergency 
management staff. The building is expected to be completed in the summer of 2020. 

iii. Hillsboro City Councilor Kyle Allen also shared news of some construction groundbreaking 
on a new community center, which should be completed in October 2020. 

iv. Vancouver Mayor McEnerny-Ogle briefed on her recent trip to Denver, CO, with city staff to 
study many aspects of their operations, including finances, transportation infrastructure, 
water/sewer, and public safety.  

v. Commissioner Meieran reported the new Multnomah County Court Building is nearing 
completion, and the new health department building is now open as well.  

vi. Sasha Pollack shared that Metro is becoming NIMS compliant, a pre-requisite for receiving 
UASI funds. 

 
8. Adjournment – Chair Echols 

a. Chair Echols thanked the Port of Portland for hosting and adjourned the meeting at 10:58 AM. 
b. The Policy Committee’s next meeting will take place in the fall. A Doodle Poll will be created and 

sent out to help determine date(s) that will work. 


